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An analytical theory of the anomalous skin-effect in
bounded plasmas

by Yu. S. Sayasov

Institute of Physics, University of Fribourg, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland

(26. IV. 1979)

Abstract. An analytical theory of HF-electromagnetic field distributions in a hot plasma slab or in
a hot plasma cylinder, with sharp electron reflecting boundaries is developed. This theory is based on a

representation of the solution of the corresponding set of Boltzmann and Maxwell equations by series
of functions appropriately chosen for the plane or cylindrical case. Summation of these series by the
method of complex integration allows to represent the field vectors by simple closed expressions which
reproduce a number of new phenomena observed in experiments with hot plasmas. The existence of a

maximum of the energy absorbed in such plasmas, considered as a function of the frequency of the
applied field, is established, and limiting regularities describing this effect are formulated.

1. Introduction

Numerical calculations of the electromagnetic fields in a hot plasma slab [1, 2]
revealed some new phenomena (e.g. the appearance of a sharp minimum in the
spatial distribution of the magnetic field amplitudes) due to the presence of the
electron reflecting boundaries. Similar effects were found earlier theoretically also
for the anomalous skin effect in a hot plasma half space [6].

Thereupon these effects, connected with the non-local nature of elec-
tromagentic phenomena in such plasmas, were investigated experimentally for the
bounded cylindrical plasmas [2, 3,4,5].

However, a theoretical analysis of the field distributions in cylindrical
bounded plasmas is more complicated and, it seems, no theory allowing a direct
comparison with the experiments mentioned above was developed so far.

It is an aim of this paper to develop an analytical theory of the electromagnetic
field distributions in bounded plasmas accounting both for the non-local

relation between current and electric field and for the presence of sharp boundaries.

As a basic set of equations we will use a system of Boltzmann equation (in
tau-approximation) and Maxwell equations, complemented by a boundary condition

characterising the electron interaction with the boundary. Solutions of these
equations depending upon the time as exp (wt) will be represented by infinite
series of functions appropriately chosen for the plane or cylindrical case (as it was
done already for the plane case in [1,2]). Summation of these series by methods
of complex integration allows then the representation of the field vectors by
closed expressions. If both the electron mean free path I and an effective
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penetration depth 8 of the electromagnetic waves are small compared to a plasma
dimension a) situation similar to the anomalous skin effect in the plasma half
space) these expressions can be simplified essentially and used for comparison
with the experiments referred to above. They were shown to be in a satisfactory
agreement with experimental results for cylindrical plasmas, described in [4, 5],
obtained just under conditions I « a, S « a. In particular they allow a simple
analytical description of the non-monotonic field distributions found experimentally

(Sect. 3).
Another interesting conclusion following from our formulas is that the

electromagnetic energy absorbed in the hot plasmas (as given by the real part of
the surface impedance) can possess, as a function of frequency ea of the applied
field, a pronounced maximum (Sect. 4).

2. Plane case

We will consider a plane uniform plasma slab infinite in yz directions and
bounded by the planes x ±a (Fig. 1). The field in this region is assumed to be
generated by two opposing current sheets at x ±a so that the magnetic field
Hz H(x) is symmetric about the origin x 0. As a boundary condition we will
take H(x ±a) H0. In this case only the field components Ey E(x), HZ=H
differ from zero and, hence, the Boltzmann equation can be written in the form

Bf
—+yf lef0vyE/mu2vx
ox

(1)

where

y (v + ieo)lvx, /0 -^exp(-^4^Y u=V2T/m,
ITU \ U I

M

o a X

Figure 1

Geometry of the problem for the plane case.
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ne is the free electron density, vx, vy are the x and y components of the electron
velocity, v is the electron collision frequency and T is the electron temperature.
Accordingly, the Maxwell equations are

BE
— ifeoH, fc0 ealc (2)

BH_ 47re f— -— J/«, do, do, (3)

Introducing the auxiliary functions t^+= |(/(ox, oy)+/(-ox, oy)), «A~ l(/(ox, oy)-
/(-ox,ov)) (i.e. f(vx,vy) ifi+ + j/T, /(-ux, u «/>+-i|T) where ux>0, we reduce
(D-(3) to

^W-0 (4)
dx

— + yi/r+ lef0vyE/vxu2m (5)
ax

f dE
i£+o„ dox do,, — ik0H. • (6)

J dx
<3H_4ne f._, dE

dx c

The advantage of this representation is evident from the fact, that for specular
electron reflection at the boundaries x ±a, (f(vx, vy) f(—vx, vy) for x ±a) the
boundary condition imposed on the electron distribution function (we will use
throughout) can be expressed in a homogeneous form

«T(±a) 0. (7)

The equations (4)-(6) possess the particular solutions E An sin (k„x), H
Bn cos (k„x), t|r Cn cos (k„x), i/>+ Dn sin (k„x), «n irn/2a, satisfying (for odd
n) the boundary conditions (7). Inserting these solutions into (4)-(6), we get the
relations

An l-^Bn, Dn -^-Cn (8)

lef0vyk0yi
n / 2 i 2\ 2 nM<+ y2)mu2ox

According to (8) the general solutions for if/+ and H read as follows

<A+= I D„sin(/<nx), (9)
n l

OO

ZZ ZZ0+ X B„cos(«nx)
n l

V 2 sin (Kna) • (cos (k„x) ^ZZ0 2- + L Bn cos (k„x)
n= 1 K_ fl „ 1
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and, hence, the equation (6) can be represented in the form

v /2ZZ0 sin (Kna) \L \ +KnBn\ sin (nnx)
n=l V a ]

4-ne f f
~T L \ vvDn dvx dvy • sin (k„x) (10)

c n l J

leading to the relation

4ire f
2ZZ0 sin (Kna)la + k„B„ Dnoy dox dvy

(We have used here the well known series

4 v 1 /7rn\ /7rnx\
— }. — sin I— cos I—— 1 1.)irTn \l I \la I

It means, that by virtue of (8) the coefficients Bn are given by the formula

2K sin (Kp) a nnB« Ho FT7T1—> P=T. (1!)
pD(kn) I

where

~ 7 X I is \ irnl u
D fc2+— Z— kn Kn«=:—, 1= ¦_

kn Vfc«/ 2a Vw2 + v2

z(ß)=.-re"^l-ß
rß

(12)-2e-02 [ dzez* is/Are'** erfc (-iß)

is the plasma dispersion function [7],

* W («.C2)3'2' (13)

c /47rnee2 _. i>
S0 —, ûJo=V ,s ie ,e, e arctg—.

w0 ' m ea

The magnetic field is given, hence, by the series

H H0S, S'=É2fc"'!°(^P)cos(kwxX nodd. (14)
„fi pD(kJ

(Here the variable x is referred to /, i.e. —p « x « p.)
Similarly, the electric field can be represented, by virtue of (2), in the form

E ik0H0S, S 2 î ™<^>f <*¦*>
(15)

„ti pD(K)

For big n (i.e. for big k„) D fc2 and hence the series S in (15) converges
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absolutely. This, in turn, makes it possible to rearrange it in any manner. Thus, we
can undertake the following transformations having in mind to bring (15) to the
form allowing its summation by the method of complex integration:

y sin (Kp) sin (fc„x) y sin (Kp) sin (fc»x)

„ti pD(K) nhu pD(-K)

_ y sin (Kp) sin (Kx) y sin (Kp) sin (Kx)
ntU pD(K) ntU pD(-K)

y. sin (Kp) sin (Kx) _ g
„"oo PD(K)

where

sin (Kp) sin (k„x)
Si= I

n —oo

S2 2isfïrk £
pD(kJ
e-(«/kn)^ sin (kna) sin (fcnJc)

pk„D(fc„)D(-fc„)

(A use was made of the well known formula Z(ß) + Z(-ß) Vwic"02 in the last
expression.)

The plasma dispersion function Z defined in (11) for positive real K can be
continued into the whole complex plane (fc„ -* k) with an exception of the point
fc 0, being an essential singularity (see below). Let us now consider the integral

I h + I2 ^-.
2m

sin (fcx) dk

r D(k) cos (kp)

in the complex plane k, along a path r Tt + T2 encircling all the roots fc„ of the
equation D(fc) 0, the roots of the equation cos(fcp) 0, and eliminating the
singular point k 0 as shown in Fig. 2. The integral Z2 along the big circle T2
tends to zero as its radius R2 tends to infinity because the integrand in Z2 becomes
small along this circle (at the least as k~2). The same is true for the integral Zx

along a small circle Tj if its radius Rx tends to zero. This can be shown by
replacing the function erfc(-iß) in (12) by the parabolic cylinder function D_t:

erfc(-iß)= J-ea,2)02D_x(-s/2iß),
V ir

oo (see

ir
is

and using for the latter its asymptotic representations valid for |ß|

[11], §16.52). We arrive in this way at the following asymptotic formulas:

D k2-—, for |arg(-V2iß|<-^ and
is 4

D-*.-i(l-2Äl«p(£)),
elsewhere. (The last expression shows explicitly that the point fc 0 represents
indeed an essential singularity.) We can now use the following inequalities which
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®

Figure 2
Paths of integration used for summation of the series S± and for calculation of the integral J.

demonstrate the convergence of the integral Zj for Z?x -* 0:

fc
Uil * tirhl lêl|rfk|<xI

k2-Y
IS

|dk|->0
Rx-*0

Thus, we have proved that I Zj + Z2 0 for Rx -> 0, R2 -> oo. On the other hand,
Z is equal to the sum of all the residues:

I X res

Si- Ì
sin (kx)

D(k) cos (fcp)

sin (k„x)
pD(fcJ sin (fc„p)
1 sin iKp)

î
sin (fcap)

^D'(fca)cos(fcap)
sin (fc„x) sin (fc„p)

0, i.e.

pO(fc„)

trn
?D'(fca)cos(fc„p)' ^ "2' (n odd).

The sum Sx is, hence, represented in a closed form as a sum of residues
corresponding to the roots of the function Dik). (This method of summation is

analogous to that described in [8], 4.9.) On the other hand, sum S2 in (16) is equal
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to the integral

r Afe ani isxj.1 tAìKj,~t;1— (18)

1

sin (kx) dfc

fcD(fc)D(-fc) cos (fc„p)

where the path L is chosen as indicated in Fig. 2 in such a way that all zeros of the
function kDik)Di—k) remain outside of this path. (Sum of the residues of the
integral in (18) corresponding to the roots of the equation cos(fcp) 0 coincide,
evidently, with S2.)

Thus, the electric field E is represented by the closed expression

*=<Wl^^^+4 (i9)
\^D(ka) cos ikap) J

As follows from (2), the magnetic field can be also represented by a closed
formula

H ^f=H0(Z^^2+4 J2 ^, (20)
lfcndx \<* COS(fc„p) / dk

where Aa kJD'iK).
The integrals Jlt J2 can be evaluated by the saddle point method (see

Appendix), while the coefficients Aa have a representation through the roots k„
of the equation D(k) 0, which follows easily from (11), (12):

1/ 2/isA s2^-1

^=0^—^+1(1—L\_i_+... ^ =,-, ^23=Te±-/6 (22)
3\ 3TT/f>ty

If the parameter A is big enough, the equation D(k) 0 has exactly three roots,
which can be represented by an expansion in ©_1 l/ir1/6A1/3:

4+i(i-lU2
3Vw 3^ 3^/©^

According to a comparison with the results of numerical calculations of k„ in [6],
the series (22) proves to be quite exact (owing to the small factor |(1 - 8/3 ir)
0.050 in the last term) even for not so big parameters A ^ 1.

The complicated integral J2 in (20) often proves to be small under conditions
of interest and the magnetic field distribution is given then by

H lAaÇos^ç)
H0 „ cos(kap)

or, in the extreme case A » 1, when ka ®^a, by

H l(chKX „„ cos (KeM6x)\ _.,wM^+2Re^w^)ì- m
(The variable x/l is replaced here by x/a, i.e. in (24) -l«x«l and k
tt1'6A1/3 a/l.) The comparison of (24) with the results of the numerical calculations
in [1] shows, that (24) represents satisfactorily, in spite of the drastic simplifications

used above, the essential features of the field distribution in the plane case
(Fig. 3).
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H(x)
H x) a rg
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x/a

a rg H(x)
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Figure 3
Spatial variation of the amplitude and phase of the magnetic field in the plane case for k 3,7, w/v
5, e 15°. Full lines represent the results of the numerical calculations in [1], dotted lines were
calculated from the formula (24).

3. Cylindrical case

We will consider next the electromagnetic field distribution in an infinite
plasma cylinder with a radius r a under an assumption, that the field is axially
symmetric and is generated by a coil at the cylinder surface. The only non-zero
components of the fields are now the magnetic component Hz H(r) parallel to
the cylinder axis and the asymutal electric component E^, E(r). As boundary
conditions we will use the requirement H H0 for r a and the condition of
specular electron reflection (7). The basic kmetic equations must be written in the
cylindrical coordinates and read now as follows (see [9]):

\rdj++ yij,-+- Lt/T 0

\rij,- + yé++- Ltl/+ lef0vd,Elmvru2 (25)
r

L= — IK 1 vr= r
\vr 8vr do4 / r dr

where y (v + iea)/^, vr, o^ are the radial and asymutal components of the electron
velocity and /0, u, t^*(or, vé) are defined similarily to (l)-(5). The Maxwell
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equations must be now formulated as:

dZZ 4ire f— o*^ do* dv„ V,E ik0H (26)
dr c J

Under the conditions of the strong anomalous skin-effect, when the field decays
appreciably over a skin depth 5 « a, and if the mean free path J is small compared
to a, one can simplify (25), neglecting the members Lift' and Li/T. (The ratio of
these members to the first member in (25) is of the order of SIa « 1 while then-
ratio to yiff* is of the order of l/a«l. A more detailed justification of this
perturbation procedure given in [12], shows that accounting for the members
(l/OLi/f* leads, in fact, to relatively small corrections of the order of 8/a.) The
equations (25) are reduced in this way to the form similar to (4), (5):

V>+ + y«F 0
(27)

Vrt/T + yifß+ lefoV+E/mVrU2.

The system (26), (27) possess a particular set of solutions satisfying the boundary
condition (7): E AJx^r), H BJ0(Knr), «/T cnJ0(Knr), t(f+ DJx(nnr), where
J0, Jx are the Bessel function and k„ are the roots of the equation J0(nn) 0. (We
employ here the identity (d/dr)rJp(i<r) fcrJp_1(«r).) The substitution of these
solutions into (26), (27) allows to find a relation between the coefficients D„ and
B„

A. —^F^faBn- (28)
lefpeav^yi

Knvrc(nl+y2)mu

The solutions for H, if/+, we look for, are represented by the series:

<K= I DJx(Knr)
n l

H H0+ t BJ0(Knr) H0t 2Jo(^r) + £ BnZ0(KnO
„ 1 * 1 KnOJx^a) n 1

(29)

and, hence, between the coefficients B„ and Dn a relation

4ire f
(2ZZ0/a/1(Kna) + B„k„) — J V<t,Dn dv* dv, (30)

exists, leading by virtue of (28) to an explicit formula for Bn:

B"= 1 ti °\r>n \' K Ki, p=t; (31)
pJx(Kp)D(K) l

(the function DiK) is defined by (12)).
The magnetic field is given, accordingly, by the series:

JZ y IKUKr) m)
H0 Jz1xpDiK)hiKpY

where the radius r is replaced by r/l.

(We have used the series ]T- ° n - 1

\ n I
' KnaJii*na)
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Repeating the procedure for the plane case verbatim, we reduce (32) to a
closed expression:

H UKr)
H0 ^ J0(Kp)

_A_ f exp(-(ts/fc)2)J0(fcr)dfc
V^ i D(-k)D(k)J0(kp)

(33)

(34)

with coefficients Aa defined by (21), (22). The contribution of the integral J
proves to be relatively unimportant under conditions of experiments analysed
below (see Appendix). Hence, H(r) is represented under such conditions by the
formula:

_ff y UKr)
H0 Ï^UKpY (35)

In the extreme case A » 1, when for the roots fca and coefficients Aa the
asymptotic expressions ka ir1/3A1/3i/r0(, Aa=\ hold, (35) simplifies similarity to

\l\
1

0.9

S*.=l/ / 1

0.8

0.7 -

0.6 -

X=3 j
0.5

0.4
""NOC 4

0.3

0.2 -^
0.1

I V i i i
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

'/a

Figure 4
Spatial variation of the amplitude of the magnetic field in the cylindrical case as given by the formula
(36) for some values of the parameter k =(ir1/6X1/3a/0, a is the cylinder radius, l ulJ<o2 + v2.
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(24) further:
Z0(«r)H _

1 /IoJKt

H0 3\Z0(k
+ 2 Re

JoiKeM6r)
)¦ 0 1. (36)

c) UKe^'6)
(Parameter k is defined in (24) and r is referred here to the cylinder radius a.)

The distribution of the magnetic field amplitude defined by (36) is shown for
some values of parameter k in Fig. 4. We see from Fig. 4, that in the cylindrical
case the same phenomenon arises as in the plane one—the appearance of the
minimum of |H(r)| at the point where Hir) (in the framework of the approximation

(36)) changes its sign. However, formula (36) can not serve for the quantitative

interpretation of the experimental results since the values of Hir) are
sensitive to the magnitudes of the roots fca. The more realistic calculations
performed with formula (35) for the experimental conditions used in [4] show
(Fig. 5) that the theory developed here conveys satisfactorily all the essential

H(r)

-2

0.5

Figure 5

Spatial variation of the magnetic field amplitude in a plasma column under conditions used in ([4], Fig.
5): a 5 cm, 50 0.42 cm, T 0, 6 eV, v 5, 5 • 107 sec"1, w/2it 7 MHz. Dotted line is an experimental

curve taken from [4] and full line represents the results of calculations with formula (35).
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features of the phenomena observed in these experiments, especially the appearance

of the sharp minimum in the distribution |H(r)|. (Earlier the same conclusion
was drawn from a comparison of this theory with the experiments described in [5],
see [5, 12]).

An interesting peculiarity of the distributions |ZZ(r)| is the fact that this
minimum is not pronounced for low and high values of the frequency ea of the
applied field but suddenly becomes sharp at some intermediary values of ea. This
fact probably can be explained as follows. The basic parameter A as defined in
(13) and characterising the deviations of the field distribution from the classical
one has, as a function of ea, a maximum equal to

Amax
^572 (~T j f°r Wmax V/V2!

On the other hand, following from formulas (21), (22), (35), the resonance
phenomena are the more pronounced the larger the parameter A is, i.e. these
phenomena must appear just at the intermediate values of ea close to vl-Jl, where
A is close to the maximal value Amax. The inspection of the experimental curves in
[4, 5] shows, indeed, that the sharp minimum in Hir) usually appear for ea ~ wmax.

The fundamental role of the parameter A can be clarified as follows. An
effective classical penetration depth of the electromagnetic waves is

8 c\y/ea + iv\/eaea0 (for ea«ea0).

The ratio of the effective mean free path I u/\ea + iv\ to this quantity is equal to

I uea0 ea1

8 c \ea + iv\-
; VA.

Thus, the parameter A is a natural measure of non-locality of electromagnetic
phenomena in plasmas: these effects are pronounced if the electron mean free
path I exceeds ô(A > 1), and they are small otherwise. It is significant that the
parameter A becomes small both for low and high frequencies of the applied field
ea—it means that in both these extreme cases the penetration of electromagnetic
waves into plasma can be described as a classical skin-effect, while for the
intermediate frequencies ea v this effect can be an anomalous one. Of importance

is also the appearance of three roots fca(a 1,2,3) of the equation
Dik) 0 for sufficiently big A ^ 1; the distribution of magnetic fields in bounded
plasmas can be then represented as a superposition of three "fundamental
modes": cos k„x for the plane case, and J0iKr) for cylindrical case. It is just the
interference of these modes which leads to non-monotonic spatial distributions of
the magnetic field amplitudes discussed above, this effect being especially strong
for big A, when the roots fc2, fc3 are situated symmetrically relative to the
imaginary axis, in the complex plane fc.

4. Surface impedance

The formulas for the electromagnetic fields derived above can be used also
for a calculation of the average energy Wa (per cm2 and sec) absorbed in a plasma

Wa /- Re E0H* W0 Re Z (37)
OTT
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where Z E0/H0 is the surface impedance and W0 (c/8ir) |H0|2 is the average
energy (per cm2 and sec) fed into the plasma.

As follows immediately from (19), (33), the surface impedance Z can be
represented by the formulas

; ' — (X-r2tankBp+-7= [
C \ a. fc_. V TT JT

-(is/fc)2tanfcp

fc„
" sfa JL kDik)Di-k)

in the plane case, and by

AaJx(Kp)t A f e-™k*Jx(kp)

dk) (38)

c V
» fc„ /n(k„p) Vir J

dk (39)
/0(fc«p) Vir J kD(k)D(-fc)/0(fcp)

in the cylindrical case, the coefficients A„ being defined in (21). If the parameter
p a/l is big enough (thick plasma slab or thick plasma cylinder) we can replace
the functions tan kp, Z1(fcp)//0(fcp) in (38), (39) by their asymptotic values:
tanfcp =Fi(Imk§0), /1(fcp)/Zo(fcp) =i=«(Inik§0). Thus, we get in both cases an
expression which coincides with that of surface impedance of a plasma half-space:

„ eall Ax A2 A3 2A f" e'iis/k)" „\Z — -+—-+--+-7= dk). (40)
c \ K fc2 fc3 VirJ0 kD(k)D(-k) '

(We restrict ourselves here to sufficiently big A, when the equation D(fc) 0 has
exactly three roots.)

It is of interest to investigate the frequency dependence of the part of the
energy WJW Re Z absorbed in the plasma under the conditions of the anomalous

skin effect. A similar analysis was performed earlier for metals in [10] and it
was found that Re Z has, as a function of frequency ea, a pronounced maximum.
The same conclusion is true also for the hot plasma, in spite of essential
differences in the electron distribution functions for metals and gas plasmas. This
can be easily demonstrated (as it was done in [12]) by transforming the curves
calculated numerically in [6], Fig. 4, and representing the quantity Re Z/ea as a
function of A for different values of the parameter ea/v. Referring Re Z to
ReZ0=v/lea0 and representing ReZ/ReZ0 as a function of ea/v (for different
parameters q u/v80) we get curves shown in Fig. 6, which demonstrate the
presence of a maximum. (Here Re Z0 v/lea0 is the limiting value of Re Z for
ea/v—»oo corresponding to the classical skin-effect. It must be stressed that we use
here an approximation ea«ea0 meaning the neglect of the displacement current in
the Maxwell equations. In fact, for very big ea, exceeding <w0, when the displacement

current must be accounted for, Re Z drops to unity in the classical case.)
A question of basic importance which arises naturally in this context is—how

big is the maximal part of electromagnetic energy which can be fed into the
plasma under the conditions of the anomalous skin-effect?

To answer this question let us simplify the expression (40) using the small
parameter 0_1 1/tt1/6A1/3. By developing the factor l/kD(k)D(-k) in the
integral in (40) into powers of @_1 we reduce it to a sum of terms of the type

rexp[-(is/©x)2]dx
JL xm(x6+l)"

(here m, n are some positive powers and x fc/@).
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Figure 6
Real part of the surface impedance Z (referred to Re Z0 v/2a>0) of a plasma slab or cylinder
satisfying the condition all » 1, as a function of <alv for different values of the parameter q u/80v.
Full lines were calculated with formula (42). For comparison the dotted lines inferred from Fig. 5 in
[6] are also reproduced. The curve q 0 corresponds to the normal skin effect.

Owing to the presence of the exponential factor all these integrals are
convergent and contain ln(y©~^) for small 0"1 (y is Euler's parameter).
Developing also the ratios Aalka in (40) in powers of ©~\ we get up to terms of the
order of @"3 ln © an expression*

Z __U/3.
©L

4i 3 3/2

3Vw©
,i(ir/6-s) + -

47T (t)'-Mt)1 (41)

' Up to terms of the order of @"2 (41) coincides with the formula (22) in [6].
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Comparison of Re Z as defined by (41) with the curves in Fig. 6 inferred from [6]
shows that (41) represents well the results of the numerical calculations if the
parameter q u/v80 is big enough. We can hence use (41) to establish the
asymptotic regularities corresponding to big q. After some elementary calculations
we find in this way the following expression for the maximal value of Re Z for
q-»°°:

ReZ=0,123- for ea a>max 0,721 - ca0. (42)
c c

In a more general way the regularity (42) can be derived as follows. For big
parameters q the maximum of Re Z appears for big ea/v. One can, hence, simplify
A in (13) neglecting v compared to ea : A (ueajcea)2. Besides, one can take that
the parameter s ie~'e entering into (40) is equal to i for ea » v. Replacing also
the factor eae/c in (40) by the ratio u/c for ea » v one can bring (40) to the form
Z (u/c)F(A) or Re Z (u/c) Re F(A) where ReF(A) is a function of only one
parameter A, having a maximum Re F(Amax) for some value A Amax. We get in
this way again the regularity (42): (Re Z)max~u/c for ea ~(u/c)ea0. (The numerical
coefficients in (42) obtained with the help of the series (41) have an approximate
character.)

Thus the maximal part of the electromagnetic energy which can be fed into
plasma always remains small, since u -v/2T/m« c. It is connected with the fact
that the applied electromagnetic HF-field concentrates in a narrow layer nearby
the plasma boundary both for normal and anomalous skin-effect. (However, as
follows from (42), for anomalous skin-effect the part of energy absorbed in the
plasma is bigger as compared with normal case by the factor (u/c)/(v/ea0) q.)

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning here that the existence of the maximum
of ReZ considered as a function of eafv was, at least partly, demonstrated
experimentally in [5], Fig. 16.
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Appendix

Integral J in (20) can be calculated (for not too large x) by the saddle point
method, in a way similar to that used for the calculation of the "integral along the
cut" [6]. For this aim we replace cos (kp) in (20) by e~ikp/l, and, hence, rewrite it
as follows

J2 ^f F(k,x)es(k)dk, (Al)

where F cos(fcx)/D(k)D(-fc), S(k) -(is/k)2 + ikp.
The exponent S(k) in (Al) possesses a saddle point ks i(2s2/p)1/3, which
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may be considered as belonging to the path L. If p is large enough, we can apply
for the calculation of the integral J2 the saddle point method treating F(k, x) as a
slowly varying function of k. The standard procedure used in the saddle point
method now yields:

liks^ cos(fcsx) /2\2'3e_3(ps/2)2/3
V3 D(K)D(-K)V

For an example considered in Part 2 (Fig. 3) the integral J, as given by (A2),
appears small as compared to (20) and thus the use of the very simple formula
(24) for calculation of the curves in Fig. 3 is justified. (The value of \J2\ for small
fcsx is equal to about 10-3 in this case.)

The integral J (34), appearing in the cylindrical case, can be calculated in a
similar way by replacing the Bessel function JQ(kp) by its asymptotic expression
J0 e~'kp/\/liTkp. We reduce in this way the integral (34) to the form

±\
v ir 4

F(k,r)es^dk, F ^Wt D(k)D(-k)
Treating again F(k, r) in (A3) as a slowly varying function of fc (this is possible,
what concerns J0(kr), for not too big values of r) we can again calculate / by the
saddle point method, leading in this case to the expression

j iA^y2^Jo(fcsr) /2\2'3e_3(sp/2)M

V3D(fcs)D(-fcs) V
For the case reproduced in Fig. 5 the integral J as given by (A4) appears small
compared to the contribution (35) from the residues corresponding to zeros of
D(k). Hence, we can use, indeed, the simplified formula (35) for these calculations.

In general, the neglect of the integrals J2, J is possible, as shown by a
comparison of (A2) with (23) and of (A4) with (35), if the real part of the
exponent in (A2) or (A4), which is equal to 3(p/2)2/3 Re s2/3, exceeds p Re ka.
This may be the case, if the parameter A is not too big. Under such conditions
(often fulfilled in experiments) the integrals J2, J contribute for small x/a or small
ria merely a small additive constant, which doesn't change essentially the distributions

H(r).
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